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I. INTRODUCTION

P
ROTOCOLS are used by communications devices to transfer data. Traditionally, protocols reside in the hardware or software in each device and are standardized so that devices that are manufactured by different vendors can communicate. Active networks reduce the need for standard protocols by transmitting the instructions that execute a protocol along with the data, in a capsule. Every capsule may carry and use a different protocol. The protocol must still be correct in order to deliver the data but the protocol does not have to be a standard.
We propose using the instructions in a capsule to select a path through the network, active routing. The rules for selecting a path can either be carried in every packet so that every packet is routed independently or they can be carried in the first packet of a sequence of packets, so that a virtual circuit is set up for the duration of a connection. With active routing, every packet or sequence of packets can use its own rules. Datagrams and virtual circuits can coexist on the same network, along with new paradigms.
Active routing may be used by several layers of network participants. An individual user may use active networking to select between competing networks. Internet service providers (ISPs) may encapsulate the capsules from its users that must cross regions of the network that are outside its control. By retaining control of its user's path, the ISP is more likely to be able to provide end-to-end guarantees. A carrier may use active routing to aggregate packets that require the same quality of service (QoS) or to route around network failures. Many of the functions that can be performed with active routing are currently being addressed by standards organization, such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), using techniques such as label switching. In Section II, we will expand on the advantages that active routing has over the current standards based approaches. In Section III, we will deal with a number of implementation issues, including evolving from the current networks and controlling the network resources in "distributed sandboxes." In Section IV, we develop a model for comparing networks that support active routing. In Section V, we describe applications of active routing. We show how it can extend the capabilities of label switching, and how it can be used for restoration, QoS routing, policy routing, mobility, and receiver controlled routing.
Finally, in Section VI, we tie the sections together with a specific example in which customers make voice calls over combinations of circuit and packet networks. The networks may provide different guarantees on the QoS at different times, and each of the customers may use a different tradeoff between quality and price. We show that a flexible solution, that can use different networks and resources, improves a customer's utility.
II. ADVANTAGES OF ACTIVE ROUTING
Active routing allows network customers to use different criteria and different rules to select a path to their destinations. The use of a network can change fluidly between best effort and reserved resources as the number of customers who use a particular routing mechanism changes. In addition, new routing mechanisms can be tried without waiting for new standards.
The evolution of routing standards is becoming slower because of the success of the Internet and the number of carriers that are competing to make a profit from the network. In the 1970s, the ARPAnet was a nonprofit network that was operated by the government for a small technical community. Many adaptive routing mechanisms were tested to redistribute the load and improve the performance of the network [1] , [2] . New mechanisms only required the approval of a small technical committee. Most packets in the current Internet follow a shortest path [3] . There is interest in using more flexible routing for traffic engineering [4] - [6] . However, changing routing rules requires the approval of most of the competing carriers and manufacturers that profit from the Internet. New routing standards are likely to encounter even more resistance in the future, as the Internet, 0733 -8716/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE telephone networks, cable TV networks, and mobile networks converge into a single networking infrastructure.
Active routing is an alternative to the new standards that are needed to interconnect competing networks. In the current Internet, traffic that must cross competing networks, called autonomous domains, use the border gateway protocol (BGP). BGP can determine the domains that packets traverse but not the path within the domain or the delay on that path [7] . A new gateway protocol is needed because BGP cannot be used to provide QoS guarantees or enforce security policies across networks. In active routing, the capsules carry the rules or criterion that select between the available paths to a destination. The source network can retain control of a path while the capsule is in a different autonomous domain, without having a standard method for specifying packet requirements and without having interdomain agreements.
Active networks allow many routing techniques to coexist and creates a free market environment. Network users can choose between software vendors who use different routing mechanisms to obtain a service. Competing networks, that use different technologies, can provide different sets of resources that the routing programs chose between. New routing techniques and new networks are introduced by the vendors. The routing techniques and networks that can "best" satisfy customers thrive, while those that are less useful or are flawed, go out of business.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss several implementation issues. The first issue is the evolution of active routing. We consider both the evolution from current routing techniques to active routing and the evolution from a version of active routing that is economically competitive with the current routing techniques to a version of active routing that is presently precompetitive.
The next two issues we discuss are network sandboxes and whether to use pricing or policing to enforce the sandboxes. We describe the need for sandboxes and how the distributed sandboxes in a network differ from the localized programming sandboxes that are used by computer languages, such as JAVA. We show how pricing can be used to enforce distributed sandboxes and explain how pricing can be implemented without changing how customers are charged for communications.
In the following sections, we describe metarouters that operate between autonomous networks, with similar or different technologies, and information servers that monitor the different networks. Both of these issues must be addressed in order for active routing to make the best use of the current infrastructures and to create the competition between networks that is described in Section IV. In addition, addressing these two issues can create two new businesses. The first business is a super network that does not own any facilities of its own but provides service to its customers by making use of physical networks that compete with one another, either on price or technology. The second business is information gathering facilities that sell information to active routers so that they can make the best use of the networks.
The final issue is an extended notion of network state. We expand the concept of stateful and stateless connections to include the memory that may be used to store active routing programs and use pricing to eliminate the differences between hard and soft states.
A. Evolution
Active networking implies that there is intelligence in the network that can operate on the instructions in the capsules. The more general that we make the language that is used for the instructions, the more flexible we can make the network but we require more processing in the network and have to transfer more information in the program segment of a capsule. There are routers that can switch terapackets per second. We can build programming environments, like JAVA, that can safely perform the instructions in a capsule. However, we cannot construct a terapacket router that can execute a JAVA script for every capsule that is also economically competitive with current routers.
Economic trade-offs involving processing have changed, and will continue to change. Both the ARPAnet and the current digital telephone network were constructed in the 1970s. The cost of memory and processing made the ARPAnet a precompetitive technology. In order to compete with analog technologies, the digital telephone network used 64-kb/s voice coders that were shared by several telephones, rather than more complex 32-kb/s coders. Clearly, the tradeoff between transmission and processing has changed. The current Internet is competitive, even though it uses considerably more processing and memory than the 1970s ARPAnet. Active networking, with a general purpose programming environment, is currently precompetitive. However, as the trend from the 1970s continues, this will change.
Unlike the 1970s packet networks, which could not compete with the older technologies, a version of active networking can be made competitive now. In addition, there is an evolutionary strategy from the simple, competitive versions of active networks to more complex versions, that are currently precompetitive. The types of "programs" that are proposed for active networks range from a few bits in a capsule's header that select a protocol to scripts in a general purpose programming language that directly implement a protocol [8] , [9] . Most of the current standard protocols transmit option bits that select between the functions that the protocol may perform. At the low end of the range, the implementation of capsules is almost identical to the implementation of the current standard protocol. Therefore, low end active networks can be implemented competitively.
The migration strategy between versions of active networks is similar to the strategy that is used to introduce new generations of the IP protocol in the current Internet [10, p. 347] . A new generation of IP is introduced on "islands" of network devices that understand and use the new protocol. Gateways at the boundaries of an island receive packets that use one of the protocols and places them inside packets that use the other protocol. The new packet is the "best" approximation of the protocol functions that can be performed in the region that the packet is about to enter.
A new generation of active networks, that uses a different programming language, is introduced on islands in the current network, in the same way as a new version of IP is introduced into the current Internet. In order for a capsule to cross a region of a network that uses a different language, the capsule is encapsulated in a new capsule that has instructions that can be interpreted in that region. An advantage of active routing over the current Internet procedures is that the encapsulation does not have to be the same for every capsule that crosses the border. The capsule can contain its own translation or the rules to perform the translation.
Carrying a few bits in the header of a capsule to select a protocol, rather than carrying the code, can be viewed as a short hand notation to specify a protocol. The bits select code which either resides at the processor, or can be obtained by the processor. An advantage of the shorthand notation is that the number of bits needed to transport the selection is less than the number of bits needed to transport the program. Therefore, the shorthand notation makes more efficient use of the network bandwidth. A disadvantage with the shorthand notation is that there is less freedom to select protocols, and changing or adding protocols can be as difficult as the current standards process.
There are several ways to make active routing practical sooner, in addition to the language evolution. 1) We can reduce the amount of processing per capsule by establishing a path for a sequence of capsules, similar to the call set-up procedures that are used in circuit switching. Circuit set-up is particularly appropriate for streaming, large data transfers on the WEB, and dedicated resources for a virtual private network. 2) Before intelligence is introduced at every router in a network, it can be introduced at the gateways between autonomous regions and at strategic routers within a region. Tunnels through the current network can connect the routers and gateways that execute active programs. 3) As intelligence becomes more economical but before routers can operate on every capsule, capsules can use techniques that tunnel ahead two or three routers at a time to reduce the average processing at each router. This is comparable to using digital or optical cross connects to reduce the processing in our current routers.
B. Network Sandboxes
In active networks, users introduce code into the network to acquire and use network resources. The code from one user may intentionally or accidentally have an adverse affect on the network or the other users. To prevent or limit the damage that a user may cause, the set of resources that the user can acquire is constrained to a "sandbox." The objective when defining the sandbox is to safely give the user access to as many resources as possible. Sandboxes are used in the JAVA programming environment [11] to allow foreign code to run on a user's computer. Network sandboxes are similar to programming sandboxes but have several new dimensions.
A JAVA sandbox limits the computer memory that a program can access and the processor cycles that the program can acquire. The purpose of the JAVA sandbox is to protect the computer from an untrusted program, while taking advantage of the service that the program provides. There is a balance between the services that the program can provide and the protection provided by the sandbox.
Protecting a network from the mobile code in a capsule, while allowing the code to perform useful routing functions, is more difficult than protecting a single computer from a JAVA script. To start with, the program in a capsule sequentially runs on a set of processors that are distributed around the network rather than in a single computer. In order to constrain the resources that a user acquires, the network must keep track of the distributed resources. Failure to track these resources can result in a user locking up resources far in excess of that allowed in his sandbox, and adversely affecting other users. For instance, if a user's routine produces a routing loop, the capsule may cycle indefinitely and use infinite bandwidth.
The network sandbox controls more types of resources than the programming sandbox [12] . The network sandbox must control the use of bandwidth and time in order to provide QoS guarantees. In addition to the processor memory that is used during the execution of a program, the sandbox must control fast memories in the routers and switches that operate at the network transmission rates and persistent memories that retain state information for sequences of capsules.
Active routing uses persistent memory to limit the average amount of processing per capsule and the overhead per capsule. In order to reduce the average processing time per capsule, the results from routing a capsule can be stored in persistent memories to route the next few capsules in a stream or an entire connection. In order to reduce the average overhead per capsule, the code can only be carried in the first capsule in a stream and stored in the persistent memory. Persistent network memory is also used to reserve resources, such as bandwidth or timeslots. The network must control the duration of the use of persistent memory or the resource may "leak" out of the network. In Section III-F, we describe techniques to control the extended network state, which includes persistent memory.
In the current programming sandboxes, resources are allocated then returned. The paradigm in networks is more complicated. The resources may also be reserved, scheduled for later use, or shared among a set of users. Users in the circuit switched voice network reserve bandwidth or schedule time slots on specific links in the network. Internet users share the bandwidth with other users. Combinations of shared and reserved resources are currently being proposed to provide QoS guarantees for an aggregated set of users [13] . As networks that use different technologies, such as circuit and packet switching, are interconnected, many more combinations of reservation and sharing mechanisms will be possible. These combinations will make new types of services available but complicate the management of an individual user's sandbox.
In addition to the stationary components of a user's sandbox, active routing can use a mobile sandbox to manage and pay for the distributed resources. A capsule is partitioned into areas that the user can modify and areas that are protected. The unprotected areas in the capsule are part of the user's sandbox. The protected areas can be used for accounting, such as counting the number of nodes that the capsule has traversed to end routing loops, or carrying digital cash to pay for resources, as described in Section III-C. As long as the capsule passes through trusted network components, the memory in the capsule can be protected by the same rules that protect the memory in a processor.
However, capsules may cross less trusted networks, and different techniques may be needed to protect the memory.
Finally, there are many types of participants in a network that may use active routing in the same capsule. The participants include individual users, ISPs that rent and resell facilities, competing network that are traversing another domain, and the network owner. The different participants require different types and sizes of sandboxes. For example, a user's sandbox must prevent that user from deallocating resources that have been dedicated to other users. Meanwhile, an ISP may sell interruptible and uninterruptible grades of service to different customers. In order to implement this type of service, the ISP's sandbox must have access to the resources that are allocated to all of its customers, even on links that are outside its own autonomous region. As a second example, the commands that are inserted in a capsule by the carrier that owns a network may be used to change the connectivity of its facilities switches-to change the topology of its network to match the load or to route around failures. However, an individual user or another network provider whose capsules are in transit should not be able to reconfigure the switches. In [12] , there is a detailed discussion of the different size sandboxes that can be assigned to different participants in a network. Since there are several participants who may associate code with a capsule, and since the capabilities of the participants are different, the code areas of the capsule must be in different mobile sandboxes.
C. Pricing or Policing
At present, there is a trend to charge flat rates for Internet access, regardless of use. However, with active routing, an end user may improve his own performance by using network resources wastefully. For example, if the routing objective is to pick a path with the smallest delay, a wasteful user may duplicate the capsule, send a copy over each of the paths and discard all but the first capsule that arrives at the receiver. The result of this procedure is that wasteful users receive better performance, while users who are not wasteful receive poorer performance. This encourages all of the users to be wasteful. However, if all of the users are wasteful, their performance is worse than if no one was wasteful. In order for the network to operate at peak performance, users must be discouraged from wasting resources.
The transmission control protocol (TCP) protocol [14] is a well known example of a user controlled protocol that can encourage waste and is potentially harmful to the network. TCP users are responsible for controlling their own data rate. When the network becomes congested and packets are lost, the users who lose packets send less often. When all of the users follow the same rules for reducing and increasing the number of packets they transmit, everyone gets the same share of the network bandwidth. However, if some users send more aggressively, they receive a larger share of the bandwidth [15] while the other users get less. As a result, if some users operate more aggressively, the others are forced to follow suit or lose their share of the bandwidth. If the network is congested and no one backs off, fewer messages get through and everyone is worse off.
There are two techniques that we can use to encourage users not to waste network resources, pricing [16] , [17] and policing [18] . With pricing, users are charged for the resources they use or the resources that they reserve as part of their sandbox. With policing, users are observed and if their network use is outside of acceptable bounds, they are punished.
Policing imbeds standards, in the form of "acceptable use." Acceptable use may prevent new routing mechanisms from being implemented until a new policy is agreed upon and new policing mechanisms are put in place. Policing can slow changes in routing as much as other standards.
Per use pricing is contrary to what Internet customers expect and maintaining detailed bills is currently one of the most expensive components of telephone service. However, pricing does not necessarily imply that the network maintain billing information or institute per unit charges. For instance, as an alternative to billing for resources, capsules can carry electronic cash [19] - [25] and pay for the resources as they are used. Electronic cash may be placed in a capsule by the user, or by the user's ISP. The cash that is placed in the capsule by the ISP may reflect the grade of service that the user has contracted, and not a per use charge.
The original electronic cash mechanisms require too much processing and communications to be used to pay for each resource used by each capsule. These mechanisms may be appropriate to pay for resources on a connection basis, like paying for a three-minute packet voice connection with quality guarantees. There are electronic cash mechanisms that are designed for micropayments on the Internet [26] - [28] . These mechanisms come closer to our objective of paying by the capsule but may still be too complex. It is worth considering other mechanisms that take advantage of the unique characteristics of our problem.
One difference between network payments and general digital cash mechanisms is that we may be able to stop the user from handling the cash by keeping it out of his sandbox. When digital cash is handled by a user, we must make certain that the user is not duplicating cash or printing his own currency. Counterfeit prevention causes most of the processing and communications in digital cash. On the network, we can require a trusted ISP to place the cash in the capsule. As long as capsule is only processed by trusted network components, we can guarantee that the user's script will not modify the cash.
There is still the problem described in the Section III-B, when the capsule traverses a different network. The network may not be trusted to restrict access to the sensitive parts of packet. The conventional cryptographic approach to this problem is to place a sequence number in the data to detect duplication and to use a digital signature to detect tampering. Once again, the processing and overhead bits associated with digital signatures may not be justified and we should look at the unique characteristics of our problem.
The value of payments in the capsule is small, the lifetime of the cash is short, and we can require the networks to "cash in" the electronic cash at the bank that gave it to the ISP. It may be sufficient for the bank to attach a short random sequence, one-time pad, to each payment unit that it issues and only "cash it in" if it has the correct sequence number. For instance, the th unit of cash is issued in time interval and has the attached random number . It can only be recovered once during that time interval, if it has the correct random number. The probability that a unit of cash can be duplicated decreases as the length of the random number increases. As long as the value of the unit of cash is small, we can use just a few bits and stop cashing in units from networks that have frequent occurrences of invalid units.
Because the payment values are small, we can consider more radical alternatives. For instance, many European public transportation systems trust the users to pay for the service. Occasionally, the system checks the riders and fines those who have not paid. One network may trust another network to protect capsules and to handle the cash properly but may occasionally send a test capsule through to "check up on" the network.
While we have given several examples of how electronic cash may be implemented, we should emphasize that in an active network there should not be a standard. Any mechanism that is agreed upon by the user and facilities provider should be allowed, and any mixture of mechanisms should be permitted. If the two parties are willing to pay for the processing and communications associated with conventional digital cash, and are willing to be limited by the constraints that this places on their throughput, then they should be allowed to do this. If an entrepreneur buys a guaranteed bandwidth tunnel, and figures out how to guarantee quality of service through the tunnel by issuing cash (tokens) with a short life, the network should not prevent it.
In addition to paying for facilities, electronic cash can be used to control a distributed sandbox. Electronic cash can prevent a user from intentionally or inadvertently exceeding any limit that is placed on the allowed resources. For instance, consider a routing mechanism that duplicates capsules for multicast [29] or dispersity routing [30] . If there is a flaw in the protocol, the capsule may be duplicated at every node that receives a copy and flood the network. However, if each router removes some cash and divides the remaining cash among the copies of the capsule, the total number of duplicates that can be generated is limited by the amount of cash in the original capsule. As a second example, consider a routing mechanism with a loop, the capsule eventually runs out of cash and is discarded. In both of these examples a distributed sandbox is implemented by carrying state in the capsule that summarizes the resources that the capsule has used. We have discussed limiting the total resources that a capsule can use but more precise controls can be placed on a sandbox by using different types of cash to pay for different facilities.
An advantage of electronic cash is that the network does not dictate which resources a capsule may access. A user who has a real need to flood the network, and is willing to pay for it, can. The amount of cash in a capsule determines the amount of network resources that a user can access and provides different grades of service without networks standardizing a set of grades of service. It is the responsibility of the facilities providers to limit the amount of cash that they print, so that they do not sell more facilities than they own.
D. Metarouters
There are networks that use similar or vastly different technologies that are competing for users in the core of the network. There are telephone networks using circuit switched technologies and Internet providers using packet-switched technologies.
Active routing can be used to select the most advantageous combination of networks with different technologies, or the best among a set of similar network, by installing metarouters at their junctions. For instance, active routing may select a best-effort network when measurements indicate that the network can provide an acceptable QoS, or it may bypass a congested portion of a best-effort network with a dedicated circuit. If two telephone networks are available for a segment of a path, the router may select the network with the lowest tariff. In a metarouter, different capsules can select the different networks based upon network measurements, price, prearranged contracts, or any other criterion that is important to a particular user.
There are also networks competing for local access to the core network, conventional twisted pair, digital subscriber loops, community antenna television system (CATV), fixed and mobile wireless, etc. Metarouters at the edge of a network can select the appropriate path depending upon bandwidth, cost or availability. The metarouter may also convert the data to fit the constraints of the particular technology. For instance, segments of the data in a high rate multicast may be discarded if the access link cannot support the rate.
The metarouters construct a super-network that is composed of all of the existing networks. They convert capsules to the transmission format of the selected network so that the underlying network does not have to use or even be aware of active routing. Customers may elect to be connected to a super-network, rather than one of the underlying, single technology networks. Several super-networks may compete based upon the location of their metarouters and their connectivity to and agreements with the underlying networks.
In the example in Section VI, metarouters are used to establish a voice connection across a combination of circuit and packet-switched networks. In this example, the different users have different cost/quality tradeoffs that can result in different combinations of circuit and packet connections between the same two points. The different users may also establish the paths for different durations: some of the users may set up a path for an entire connection, while others monitor the performance and modify the path as the characteristics of the connection changes. In addition to selecting the path, the metarouters perform the translation functions of "hop on/hop off" nodes in Internet protocol (IP) telephony networks. The metarouter performs the translation so that neither the voice nor packet network need to be changed.
E. Information Servers
Routing implies knowledge of the network. At the very least, a router must know or be able to discover the connectivity of the network in order to select a path. Selecting a route that provides QoS requires additional information. In a circuit-switched network, establishing a route that has a specified quality includes determining if there is spare bandwidth on a path. In a packet-switched network, we must determine the delay bounds on the path, which requires information about the utilization of the links.
In active routing we expect a user to obtain and pay for information about the network in the same way that he obtains and pays for any of the other resources that he needs. There are three sources of information: 1) network owners; 2) third party information centers; or 3) direct measurements. The network owners are in the best position to collect information on their own resources. However, traffic from a source to a destination is likely to cross several autonomous domains that use BGP to exchange information. Collecting and passing information between networks requires bilateral agreements and a new standard protocol. It is difficult for the information exchanged by a standard protocol to keep up with the information that is needed in an environment where the services change rapidly.
Third party information centers collect or buy information from network owners, make their own measurements, and process the information. Tools have been deployed by ISPs that make these measurements [31] . The information centers can sell information to the network owners so that they can provide end-to-end service guarantees for their users or sell the information directly to the users. In a competitive environment with several information centers, any information that can be sold at a profit will quickly become available.
Information centers that collect the same information for a group of users should operate more economically than individuals who collect their own information. However, in the infancy of a new service or for users with unique requirements, a user has the option to probe the network and make his own measurements. A network probe may simply be occasional packets that take alternate paths to the destination and report to the source which performs better. Alternatively, a capsule may spawn a "ping" from the intermediate node along the alternate path to the destination, and set a state variable at the node if future packets should follow the alternate path.
F. Network State
The telephone network is considered a "stateful" network because the switches assign resources to each user with a connection through the switch. The Internet was considered a "stateless" network because the routers avoided assigning resources to specific users. Per user state information may be added to the Internet in order to provide QoS guarantees.
In order to deal with some of the problems associated with stateful networks, the Internet introduced the concept of hard and soft states [32] . Hard states are set up by a protocol and remain in existence until the protocol changes them. The disadvantage with hard states is that a protocol error or a failure may lock up resources. Soft states are also set by a protocol but are automatically removed after a specified amount of time. The disadvantage with soft states is that a protocol must periodically reassert its need for the resource.
Returning resources is a more important problem in active networks than in the current networks. To start, individual users in an active network can acquire more resources of more types than in conventional networks. More importantly, the user supplied protocols in an active network are more likely to have errors that fail to deallocate resources than standard protocols.
In the spirit of active routing, the network should not dictate that an individual user use hard or soft states. An alternative is to allow a user to rent resources for a specified time, as part of his sandbox. The amount of time is determined by the user and, in effect, becomes the soft state refresh interval for that user. The interval may be very different for different users, and may approach hard states for some users. For instance, a corporation's private network may rent bandwidth by the month and remain in existence for years, while an individual voice call may rent bandwidth by the second and only remain in existence for a few minutes.
IV. NETWORK PRICING MODEL
In order to determine the effect of active routing on pricing, we model a system in which networks compete for individual customers or classes of customers. We first describe a customer model, then a network model, and finally their interaction. The interaction resembles a fair auction. When a customer must buy a single set of resources, he buys the resources from the network that is willing to sell them at the lowest price but pays the price at which the second lowest priced network would have sold the resources.
With active routing, a customer can substitute equivalent resources by selecting different networks. Our objective is to demonstrate that customers can strike a better deal when they are willing to use different resources from different types of networks. The efficient use of resources has been extensively studied while the substitution of resources has been barely considered. In the future, the gains that customers obtain by choosing between competing resources may be greater than the incremental gains that they can obtain by further improvements in how efficiently they use a particular resource.
In this section, we do not discuss the implementation details of the auction. Different active routing programs may use very different strategies that either implement or approximate a fair auction.
• A program that is used to route the links in a large corporate virtual private network (VPN) that will be operational for a long time may traverse networks several times with offers from competing networks to directly implement an auction.
• A program that routes a voice connection that will only last a few minutes, may access a tariff database before selecting a network. The customer depends on competition in the market place to approximate an auction for frequently purchased resources.
• A program that moves large amounts of data between proxy servers may visit sites where network providers report discounts, due to a short term over supply, and buy bits on the spot market. The discounts offered by competing networks that can see the discounts offered by the other networks, also approximates an auction. In our model:
is an -tuple of resources. The resources include:
• the memory and processing cycles that are needed to run the program in the intermediate switches and routers;
• persistent memory to store state or programs along a path between a source and destination;
• information about the state of the network; and • transmission resources, such as total bits, guaranteed bandwidth, guaranteed delay, and queuing priority. is a payment that the customer will make or that the network provider will receive. For a specific customer, , is the utility of purchasing at .
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such that is the minimum price that will sell . The group of networks that can sell to is . If is empty, then there are no networks that can provide the resource at a price that the customer will pay.
If there is only one member in , and will negotiate such that . The network will try to keep the price as high as possible and the customer will try to keep the price as low as possible. In most instances, the network is in a stronger bargaining position than the customer because a customer suffers more hardship if he cannot communicate than a network suffers if it fails to sell its resource to one of many customers. Of course, there are exceptions. A large individual customer may have the position of strength. A large number of small customers may negotiate through a consumer's union. Or, a regulatory agency may force a network to publish a single tariff for all customers, in which case the network may maximize its value over all customers by reducing below the that the highest paying customers are willing to pay. In the remainder of this work, we will assume that the network bargains with individual customers from strength. When one network bargains with a customer who must buy one resource, signified by the superscript (1, 1) , the price of the resource is receives utility and receives value In this instance, there is no competition between networks. The excess profit that makes, above the profit that it was willing to accept, is and, the excess savings that obtains, below the price that he was willing to pay, is When there are two or more networks in , the networks compete with one another for the customer. We can order the networks as: so that After a fair (second price [33] ) auction, between multiple networks that bid to sell one resource, signified by the superscript , offers the resource at which we will consider to be . receives utility and, receives value
In effect, the most competitive network is forced to offer the resource at the price that the next most competitive network is willing to accept, rather than the maximum price that the customer will pay. Competition decreases 's excess profit to and increases 's excess savings to
Let us now assume that can make use of any one of a set of resources . The customer selects the network that offers the highest utility. However, the network would like to win the auction with as low a utility as possible. The lower utility increases the price that the network can charge for any resource, and therefore, increases the network's value.
The highest utility that can provide to , . As before, order the networks as:
, so that . Network wins the auction and must provide utility (which we consider to be We can conclude that a customer is always better off when he adds a new resource that wins the auction by providing a higher utilization. If the new resource cannot win the auction but can become the second best choice, then it can improve the customer's bargaining position so that the customer receives a higher utility with the old resource. If a resource does not fill one of these two slots, it does not improve the customers position.
In Section VI, we apply the auction to routing voice over a combination of circuit and packet networks. We show examples of how the , , and auctions result in different utilities for the customers and different values for the networks.
V. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we describe several applications of active routing. The first two applications, extended label switching and policy-based routing, are traditionally intended for network operators. However, with active routing, an individual user may use his own restoration techniques if the reliability of the network is not sufficient or may create his own policies to protect sensitive information. The first application is an extension of the multiple protocol label switching (MPLS) techniques that are currently being introduced into the Internet, and shows that active routing is a logical extension of the current routing trends.
The last three applications, QoS routing, mobility, and receiver-controlled routing, are primarily intended for individuals. However, we do note that QoS routing may also be useful to virtual network providers or to source networks with traffic crossing different autonomous regions. We describe new uses of the last two applications, including network support for proxy servers and controlling the final distribution of multimedia information.
A. Extended Label Switching
MPLS uses label switched routers (LSRs). In an LSR, select IP addresses are recognized and these packets are encapsulated in packets that have much shorter addresses called labels. The labels can be much shorter than IP addresses because they only specify a connection in a single router, rather than a unique network destination. When a labeled packet is switched, the label is either exchanged for a label that has meaning in the next router, or removed to expose the original IP packet. The exposed IP packet then uses conventional IP routing. The label switched path (LSP), from the router that encapsulates the IP packet to the router that removes the encapsulation, is a virtual circuit. On the path, the operation of the LSR on labels is identical to the operation of an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switch [34] on the addresses in an ATM cell.
Active routing can extend label switching to: 1) provide more flexible access to LSPs; 2) perform a wider range of operations on stacks of labels; 3) implement new rules for constructing stacks of labels; 4) enable a user to establish his own label-switched paths; 5) use more flexible restoration techniques; 6) remove the need to increase the address space in IP v4. At present, the IP addresses of the packets that are encapsulated by a label are loaded into the edge router when a virtual circuit is set up. With active routing, we can allow capsules to gain access to the path by other means. For instance, a network may allow access to a high priority LSP to any capsule that pays a toll. The active capsule can use one of the digital payment options described earlier.
More flexible access options may also be useful in VPNs. LSPs provide security in VPNs by limiting access based on IP addresses. However, it may be useful to allow employees who are traveling or working from home to access a corporate VPN. An active capsule can implement a protocol to identify itself as having permission to enter. Different companies can use different degrees of security, depending upon how concerned they are with illegitimate access and how much the network charges to implement the protocol.
Labeled packets can encapsulate other labeled packets, as well as encapsulating the original IP packet. Stacks of labels are being considered to route around a failed link, or to merge or split the virtual circuits in a VPN, in order to get better control over the topology. for restoration, traffic engineering, etc. At present, MPLS only allows simple push and pop operations on label stacks that implement a single path, and the rules for forming stacks of labels are programmed into the router. It is difficult, for independent applications providers to create new uses for labels.
With active routing, capsules can perform more complex operations on the stacks of labels and carry their own rules for creating new stacks. A useful extension would be conditional paths. Instead of having a single stack of labels, a capsule may carry a stack that splits at a midpoint to provide two paths to the final destination. At the split, the capsule may take one path or the other dependent upon which links have failed, the expected delay on the paths, the delay that the capsule has incurred to this point, a sign that was left by the owner of the VPN, or many other conditions. Path selection can be used in a packet voice network where delay is a concern. At the split, the capsule may select a low or high priority tunnel, dependent upon the delay that it has incurred. Path selection can also be used for restoration, traffic engineering, etc. by large corporate VPNs or by new carriers that are being created as VPNs on existing carrier networks.
At present, label paths are established by the owner of the network using one of the label distribution protocols [5] . In an active network, a capsule can be used to set up a new label switched path. A corporation may use this ability to add new paths to its VPN for short periods of heavy load or when a network link has failed. The path can be set up as a label distribution capsule moves through the network, using conditions that are important to the user.
Bypassing failed links is an important application of label switching [35] . Each node has a label-switched tunnel that does not use the direct link to each neighboring node. The tunnel is used to route around failed links. With active routing, each capsule may respond differently at the failure. Some capsules may take the detour recommended by the network, while others may spawn a warning message to the source or pick their own alternate paths.
The analogy between MPLS and ATM can be used to reduce the address space in IP packets, which is a prime motivator to move from IPv4 to IPv6. ATM uses unique identifiers to set up a circuit but does not carry the identifier in an ATM cell. IP switching carries the unique identifier in each packet but can operates without setting up circuits. With MPLS, we can use shorter IP addresses without setting up per user virtual circuits.
Label switching operates on virtual circuits, the same as ATM. Permanent MPLS tunnels can be established between subnetworks, such as Australia, the ATT network in the USA, .edu, the GE corporate VPN, etc. Instead of using IP addresses to uniquely identifying all users, IP addresses can be used to identify users in a subnetwork, so that users in different subgroups can have the same IP address. An active capsule can be used to select the MPLS tunnels to the destination subnetwork, then conventional IP routing can be used in the subnetwork. This approach sets up a relatively small number of permanent virtual circuits between subnetworks, rather than setting up a large number of virtual circuits between each source and destination.
If we were certain that we knew the best way to construct and interconnect subnetworks, we could create standards and use conventional tunneling and encapsulation techniques to reduce the IP address space. With active routing, we can try different constructs and correct them as we learn.
B. Policy Routing
Policy-based [36] routing was initially proposed to constrain the paths taken by different users when the civilian and military ARPAnets were merged. At present, policy routing is used in firewalls [37] to control the packets that can pass between private and public networks.
VPNs [38] , [39] that use shared resources on the public Internet require new types of firewalls that are more flexible and distributed. Access to the MPLS or IP tunnels in a VPN is constrained. As previously noted, the advantage of active routing is that the VPN's owner can specify his own criterion to access the network.
An interesting twist on virtual private networks that use active routing is virtual public networks that use active routing. The public network may set aside part of its resources for users with trusted credentials. The rest of the resources being made available to everyone. The objective is to create a VPN that has better characteristics than the general public network. For instance, the VPN may protect known, good customers from the general population. If an untrusted user mounts a denial of service attack, the network firewall stops him from acquiring the resources that are set aside for trusted customers. (Establishing trust can include proving your identity so that known customers can be traced if they mount a denial of service attack.) The type of credentials that a network accepts determines how much processing is required and how well the reserved resources are protected. In a competitive environment, different networks can use criterion that attract different customers.
Returning to the original Milnet application, policy routing can be used to make e-commerce and electronic stock trading more secure. In active routing, the capsule controls the parts of the network that it is willing to traverse. The policy can make certain that credit card numbers and buy or sell orders remain in parts of the network that are trusted. [40] , [41] As the circuit and packet-switched networks converge and compete, QoS has become one of the most important topics in networking. We would like to put services like telephony and video broadcasts, that expect low delay, low loss, and guaranteed bandwidth, on networks that, up to now, have provided best effort service.
C. QoS Routing
QoS is an excellent candidate for active routing because of the following. 1) QoS can be supplied by several different participants in a network, the network owner, a source network that is traversing a different autonomous region, a virtual private network, or the source -the actions taken by any participant depend upon the actions that are taken by the others and may change as a capsule progresses through interconnected networks. 2) QoS is based upon individual perception -each user may have different tradeoffs between quality and cost and a small number of classifications may not be sufficient to satisfy all of the users. 3) A large number of alternative strategies for QoS are developing and rapidly changing -on the Internet, protocols such as RSVP [42] and Diffserv [43] are competing with one another as well as with network-based techniques, such as forwarding equivalence classes [44] . 4) Active routing provides a means for protocols and networks to compete, rather than a winner being dictated by standards. QoS routing provides a good example of how active routing can misuse network resources, and also why pricing is preferable to policing. If the objective is to pick a route with the smallest delay and there are no charges associated with transmission, the best solution, from an individual's point of view, is to transmit copies on all of the routes and accept the first copy that arrives. If a significant fraction of the users follow this strategy, the network becomes congested and everyone's performance suffers [30] . However, there may be critical applications, like fire alarms or stock market orders, that should replicate the data. By using pricing, instead of policing, these applications can purchase the additional resources. [45] , [46] There are a number of ways to send data to a receiver that moves around the network, either on a short term basis, such as traversing cells in a mobile network, or on a longer time scale, such as an individual from the east coast who is temporarily working in an office on the west coast. The mobility techniques include: 1) sending data to an intermediary that the receiver keeps apprised of its location, and that forward the data; 2) trying several locations where you think that the receiver may be; or 3) sending a broadcast message over part or all of the network. With active routing, customers can implement different mechanisms, and the best will prevail.
D. Mobility
The newest example of mobility in the Internet is proxy servers. Copies of data that is expected to be requested, or that has recently been requested, is cached at proxy servers nearer to where it is likely to be needed. When the data is requested, it is transmitted from a nearby cache. In effect, the data is mobile. At present, proxy servers are implemented at the applications layer. In a network with active routing, proxy servers can also be supported at the network level.
E. Receiver-Controlled Routing
So far, the source in our the applications has controlled routing by placing a program in a capsule. We can also allow a receiver to download programs into the network to control how data is routed to it.
One application of receiver control is the type of mobile network that we have just described. The receiver can store state in the switches at various points in the network. The state can be interpreted by capsules to decide on the best path to a mobile receiver, or the most convenient location of a proxy server.
The best known example of receiver control is the multicast backbone (Mbone [29] ) on the Internet. In this application, receivers communicate with the network devices that replicate the signal, so that the signal is not transmitted on parts of the network where it is not needed. One of the problems with multicast is that the source transmits at a rate that can be received by the least capable receiver. An early application of active networks has been to use processing in the network to filter the signal, so that it can be received by receivers with different capabilities [47] .
As the Internet, telephone network, mobile radio network, and cable TV network converge, each user is likely to have several network connections. The connections will operate at different bit rates and support devices that can receive different types of signals. The user must be able to route signals to the appropriate device or convert between formats. At present, on wireless Internet connections, images are removed from WEB pages in order to get the information in a reasonable time. A second example where the network must tailor the data to the user interface, is universal messaging [48] . If an email message is being forwarded to a standard telephone, it is routed through a processor that does text to speech conversion. In the present systems, conversion is supported by the network and is limited by the network operators. Active routing allows the receiver to route the data through any intermediate processors and can open format conversion to competition.
VI. EXAMPLE-IP TELEPHONY
In this section, we consider routing a voice connection between two users over a combination of circuit and packet switched networks. The networks are connected by metarouters that can move the connection from one network to the other at several points along the path. In the current IP telephony networks, these meta-routers are called HoHo's, for hop-on, hop-off nodes. In this application, there is a tradeoff between price and quality and different customers prefer different solutions.
A. Service Model
We do not expect customers in this type of an application to write the code that routes the data, know which network resources are used to establish their connection, or specify their utility function. The customers buy or lease a program. The program assumes a utility function, uses the utility function to negotiate with the networks for resources, sets up the connection, and the bills the customer.
Each software vendor may use a different utility function. The utility function may be different for different classes of customers and a vendor may or may not adapt the utility function to an individual customer. For instance, one vendor may assume that there are just two classes of customers. In one class, there are customers that prefer a low delay, low loss connection and will not consider degraded service. In the second class, there are customers that prefer the lowest cost connection that can exceeds a minimum quality. The vendor will design utility functions that reflect the difference between the two groups and let the customer select his initial group. The vendor may then adjust the customer's utility function as he uses the service. For example, if the customer indicates that he would like to consider higher quality, more costly connections, the vender may adjust the utility function, show the customer the price per minute that he is paying and let the customer decide if he prefers this service to the service that he has been receiving. The software vendors may also use different sets of resources to implement the application. In a circuit/packet voice network, there are a range of implementations. Some of the implementations are possible immediately, while others require additional infrastructure or technical advances.
In order to demonstrate the range of solutions, consider a specific example where the service programs establish a voice connection between Los Angeles and London. Assume that:
• there are two possible paths, one path from L.A. to Chicago to N.Y. to London, and the other from L.A. to Dallas to Washington to London;
• there are metarouters that can switch traffic between the circuit and packet networks in each of the cities;
• the connections start and end in the circuit domain, and the metarouters charge 2¢/min. to convert between packets and circuits; and • the minimum prices that the networks charge for each of the links are as shown in Table I . Different programs can: 1) consider single or multiple paths based on the long term data that has been gathered on the paths; 2) send out scout packets during the circuit set-up procedure and select the best path at the time of the connection; 3) make measurements during the silent intervals in voice so that the best connection can be selected for each active interval; or 4) make decisions on a packet basis. In order to implement any of these services, the software vendor must decide upon an acceptable grade of service, and make measurements or buy information about the links. The cost of obtaining information must be added to the price that he charges the customer.
As an example, the vendor may only consider links if the variable component of the delay on the path is less than 100 m/s at least 99% of the time. If the vendor builds out the delay by 100 m/s before converting from packets back to a circuit, less than 1% of the packets are lost because of late arrivals. A vendor that selects a QoS that is too high will lose the ability to lower a customer's cost by considering alternative networks, and a vendor that selects too low a criterion will not provide circuits that satisfy the customer.
Assume that long term measurements on utilization indicate that any one but not more than one of the three links on the second path can provide adequate quality on almost all connections. A vendor in the first class, who only considers the Chicago route, decides that the packet alternative will not meet the customers demand, and can only select the circuit network. When this vendor negotiates with the network, he will pay , the maximum amount that the customer will tolerate. A vendor that considers both paths can select the circuit network from LA-Dal-Atl, and the packet network from Atl-Lon. The minimum price, including two conversions between circuits and packets, is ¢/min. on the second path. The customer's satisfaction with the packet connection may be lower than the circuit connection but this vendor should be able to negotiate a higher utility from the networks than the first vendor. In Section VI-B, we present an example of the negotiation.
A vendor in the second class sends scout packets along both links prior to setting up the connection. Let's assume that half of the time he finds the utilization on the packet network on the LA-Chi-NY link to be low enough that it will provide adequate QoS for the next few minutes, then, on the first path, and the vendor can use that link to improve his bargaining position. Half of the time, this vendor makes the same choice as the first vendor but half of the time, he can increase the utility for the customer. The added expense is the cost of scouting the network before setting up a connection.
Finally, a vendor in the third class monitors the packet links during each silent interval in speech. If the utilization is low enough to provide adequate QoS for the next few seconds, the vendor uses this link to improve his bargaining position. The vendor may use a different utility function for a circuit that changes paths for each active interval, since the customer's perceived quality may be lower. Let us assume that the vendor has a packet connection from LA-Chi-NY, as a result of the second vendor's negotiation, and finds that for half of the active intervals he can send the packets all of the way to London. The cost of the first path is reduced to , which improves the bargaining position relative to the second vendor. The added cost is the measurements that the vendor makes during silent intervals.
In addition to selecting between networks, in the near future there would be priority service on the packet network. We assume that the premium service would cost more, otherwise everyone will select the service, and there will be no high priority. The same three techniques that were used to select the circuit or packet network can be used to select the high priority or standard packet network.
As user accessible processing in the nodes increases, active routing may also be used to make decisions on a capsule basis. For instance, if a capsule is charged for each router that it traverses and extra is charged for priority service, the capsule may change its service depending upon the time that has elapsed since it was transmitted. If the delay exceeds a specified amount, at a given point on the path, the capsule priority can be raised for the remainder of the trip to the destination. However, if the delay exceeds the reconstruction delay at the receiver, the capsule can be discarded since it will not arrive in time to be used.
B. Network Competition
In the IP telephony example, a software vendor decreases the price that is paid to the network by increasing the number of networks that compete and the sets of network resources that can be used. However, the sets of resources may provide different QoSs, that customer's value differently. In Section IV, we describe how the vendor and network negotiate. IP telephony is a common service and the same result would occur each time there is a negotiation. Therefore, the negotiation does not have to occur each time a connection is set up or changed. Instead, the prices can be established with a particular vendor who uses a particular utility function until a new set of resources or a new network is introduced into the mix.
The service program negotiates for resources on each link on a path, determines the utility of the path, then selects the path with the highest utility. In this section, we give an example of a negotiation on a link that has two competing circuit networks and a packet network.
In order to negotiate, the service program assumes a utility function for the customer . Let a particular service program model all utility functions with the form:
where is the utility if is free. There are many possible utility functions that satisfy the set of constraints that we gave in Section IV. The program that picks the function that most closely models a user's true utility is the program that makes the user most satisfied.
Number the three competing networks so that and are the two circuit networks and is the packet network, and let be the resources that would buy from . The utility of is defined by the pair, . Let the utility of and be defined by the same pair, , since these are both circuits with the same quality. Let the utility of be defined by the pair . The utility as a function of price, is plotted in Fig. 1 . This utility function assumes that the customer prefers the packet connection to the circuit connection if he can save more than three price units.
Assume that the networks have value functions where , , and . The network value functions are also shown in Fig. 1 . These value functions show one circuit switched network being less competitive than the other and the packet network as being able to provide the lowest price.
Consider three service programs, the first can only use the circuit switched network, , the second can select either circuit switched network, and the third can also select the packet network. In the first situation, can charge as much as the customer will pay for his service, , and the added value that the network receives, above what it is willing to accept is . The customer's satisfaction, when he must pay the full amount that willing to pay for a service is . In the second situation, competes with to deliver the same service. Since the services are identical, the competition is on price. Network still provides the service but cannot charge more than the least amount that is willing to accept . The customer's satisfaction increases to , and the added value that the network receives is cut in half to . In the third situation, the services provided by the packet and circuit networks are not the same. The customer prefers the circuit to the packet service if the prices are the same. If the packet network bids four, the lowest price that it can, and the circuit network bids just under seven, the customer prefers the circuit service, and wins the auction with . In effect, the auction takes place on utility. Network can provide utility as high as four, while can only provide utility 3, therefore, wins the auction at . The network's added value decreases to . In this example, the same network provides the same service in all three situations. However, the ability to route to other networks, that provide the same, or comparable services, reduces the amount that the customer pays that network from ten units to seven units.
VII. CONCLUSION
Active routing makes it possible for the customer to participate in routing decisions. The customer obtains two important advantages by controlling his path. First, new services, such as those described in Section V, can be deployed by an individual customer instead of waiting for the network to make the service available. When there are multiple approaches to a service, all of the approaches can compete for users. As a result, services can evolve more rapidly and the "best" services, as decided by any metric that the customers consider important, should succeed.
The second advantage is that the customer can improve his satisfaction by forcing networks to compete with one another, as described in Section IV, and demonstrated in the IP telephony example in Section VI. Competition on an end-to-end level occurs, when customers choose between competing carriers. Competition for segments of a connection can now occur in IP telephony networks, especially when customers must move from the circuit to the packet network to complete connections. Intelligence within a network can increase the number and type of choices that are available to the customer.
There are technical challenges that must be addressed. Routing within a network has always been under the control of the network, and routing optimization has been a global optimization to improve the use of the network resources. The networks must put mechanisms in place to control the local optimizations that individuals will perform. In this work, we have described two mechanisms, sandboxes and pricing. Sandboxes protect the resources that have been assigned to a customer and also prevent that customer from acquiring unassigned resources. Pricing can be used to make a customer's best interest and the network's best interest the same. For instance, the network may charge a customer less if he selects the resources that the network would have selected. These indirect mechanisms do not provide the same degree of control as totalitarian decisions.
A number of unexpected problems are bound to occur. For instance, one of the reviewers asked if active routing can cause instabilities. Our instinct is that routing instability, such as occurred with some of the adaptive routing mechanisms that were used in the 1970s ARPAnet, are less likely in an active network. First of all, instability usually occurs when everyone does the same thing. For instance, if everyone listens to the same morning traffic report, and a reporter announces that the delay at the Lincoln tunnel is much longer than at the Holland tunnel, by the time you can get to the Holland tunnel, it may have the longer delay. If everyone drives back and forth between the tunnels, without going through, the routing is unstable. In active routing, there are a wider variety of things that a customer may do and, therefore, it is less likely that the combined effect can be as detrimental. Second, service programs are expected to compete for customers. If some programs operate badly, because of instabilities, they will stop being used. While we do not expect instabilities to be a serious problem, there will probably be instabilities while faulty network implementations are weeded out.
We have not recommended a particular solution in any section of this work. Instead, we have described several alternatives. This is intentional. Active routing opens the network to competition and makes change easier. It does not point toward the "right" way to operate. If there is a right answer today, it is likely that it will change for a different customer set or application, or that the metric will change tomorrow.
